FIVA WORLD MOTORCYCLE RUN 2018 HUNGARY
Date: 2018.06.21.-2018.06.24.
The route:
Hungary is an agriculture country, but we are having beautiful hills up
to 1000 m where the motorcycle will easy enjoy the beautiful roads.
During the event our federation wish to present the history of the
Hungarian motorcycle production (Pannonia, Csepel, Meray etc...) in
various cities which will be visible during the event in museums and
privat collections of course with fantastic gastronomic places as well.
The start and finish is close to our capital Budapest. Each day the
milages are between 120-150km.
Budget: not yet 100% fix but we keep the suggested 400-450 EUR
The highlite of the event will be the possibility to drive on the
famous 5 km speed track of „Gyóni Beton" where from 1934 several
speed records were broken and International level was one of the
most important speed track in Europe.
Many international motorcyclist like Brough Superior with his JAP
motorcycle drove on this road.
We are extremly lucky that until today this road exist and in the last 80
years did not happened any changes and the event can drive on this
historical very important track.
Unfortunately a motorcyclist Eric Fernihough after several speed records lost his life here. Remembering and
honoring this tragical day with the help of two fantastic person (here you should mention you and Eric please) we
are preparing a life remembering surprise for the participants, which we hope we can see together.
It is very important to mention that one of the biggest JAWA museum
will be visited during the event also.
The hungarian hospitality the famous Gulyas soup and the motorcycle
enthusiast waiting every participant next year in Hungary.
On-line registration will be possible very soon on FIVA website and the
event website also www.mavamsz.hu
Any registration per e-mail can be sent to Laszlo@alfadigital.hu also.
* 2 Photos are from previous events - 3th one :
http://www.eltsen.cz/jawa/konopiste/british.html

